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1. REDUCTION FORMULA 
In the present paper it will be shown that a generalized Kampe de Feriet 
function FP:2j...t2 4: i ,,, ,:, whose n variables are all equal and whose parameters 
satisfy certain conditions is expressible in terms of the single hypergeometric 
function p+ i Fq. (For the definition of the generalized Kampe de Feriet 
functions, see, for instance, [2, Eq. (1.4.3)].) It will be seen in Section 3 that 
further reduction is possible in special cases. 
The reduction formula reads, 
Fti;iI.:i; a, ,..., up : b,, 1 + wb, ;.a.; b,,, 1 + wb,,; 
wb, ;...; wb,; 
z,.... z 
Cl ,.a., c, : I 
T7 (-n, k)(a,, k) ... (ap, k)(l - Wp’)kZk 
k=O k! (c,, k) a.’ (c,, k) 
x F, 
a, + k,..., a,+k,n+b,+.~.+b,; 
Pfl cl + k,..., c, + k; 
z 3 
I 
(1) 
where (h,,~) denotes the Pochhammer symbol T(h + ,~)/r(h) as usual. The 
formula is valid for all z if either side is a polynomial; otherwise it holds for 
all z when p < q and for z in the cut plane when p = q. 
It is advantageous considering the variant 
E;P:2;...;2 a, ,..., ap . b,,l+wb,;...;b,,l+wb,; 
q:1;...;1 z,..., z 
c, ,..., c, : wb, ;...; wb, ; I 
=FPjl:l 
a 1 ,..., ap . n+b,+...+b,;-n; 
q.o:o c, ,...) cq: ; ; z, (1--w-‘)z 1 (2) 
as well; the equivalence of (1) and (2) is obvious. 
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2. PROOF 
The reduction formula (1) is proved by series manipulations; the 
conditions of validity stated in Section 1 follow by the principle of analytical 
continuation. We first notice that (1) is a particular case of the multiple 
series identity 
\“. ;7 C(j + k)(n + 6, + ... +b,,j)(-n,k)(l -W-‘)kZ.i+k 
J~O k=,, j! k! 
9 (3) 
where (C) is an arbitrary sequence such that the series are absolutely 
convergent; suffkient conditions are: /z 1 ( 1 and C(r) = O(P) for r + co. 
Indeed, with 
formula (1) is obtained from (3). 
To prove (3) introduce for brevity 
B=b,+...+b,, M=m,+‘**+m,, (4) 
and consider the product 
P(z) = fl ,F,(bi, 1 + wb,; wb,; z) 
i=l 
(bi, mi)(l + wbi, mi)zml 
= ?- - . . . c fI 
m,=o m,=O i=l (wbi, mq mi ! 
= G 
Zm v f! (bi> mi>(l + wbiymj), 
m=o - M = m i 7 I (wbi, mi) m,! 
Now, by Euler’s transformation, 
zF,(b, 1 + wb; wb;z)= (1 -~)-~-‘(l - (1 - wP’)z); (5) 
hence, 
P(z)= (1 -z))nPB(l - (1- WP’)z)” 
= 7. zm \’ (n + B, j)(-n, k)(l - w-‘)k 
,=0 jtk-m j! k! 
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Since the Taylor expansion is unique, we must have 
w-‘)k . 
(6) 
M=m i=l 
Multiplying each side by C(m)z”‘, summing over m, and rearranging we now 
obtain (3). 
3. PARTICULAR CASES 
The right-hand side of (1) or (2) simplifies to one single hypergeometric 
function if suitable additional conditions are imposed. 
Thus for w = 1 we obtain after renaming 
F,,:‘;...;’ a ,,..., up: bI;...; b,; 
q:o;...;o 
z ,..., z 
Cl ,-**, cq: ;..., * ; 1 
F 
a,,...,a,,b, + ... + b,; 
=pt1 q z . 
Cl ,*-., c, ; 1 
This formula was discussed recently by Panda [ 51 and by Srivastava [S]. 
The particular case p = 1 = q of (7) is due to Lauricella [4, p. 1501; and the 
case II = 2 is mentioned by Appell and Kampe de Feriet [ 1, Sect. 481. 
For w = 4, the variables on the right-hand side of (2) are opposite. 
Introducing one additional condition we may now apply the identity 
q fft C(j + k)(b, j)(b, k)zj(-z)” = F C(2m)(b, m)z2”’ 
,yO k%, j! k! m=O m! 
(8) 
given by Srivastava [7, Eq. (17)] to obtain the interesting result 
FP:2;...;2 a, ,..., a,:b,,l+~b,;...;b,,l+~b,; 
q.l;...;l 
c, ,...) c, : +b, ;...; fb, ; zy-**y ’ 1 
+a,, 4 + ta, ,..., +a,, f + fap, --n; 
=2pt1 F2, 
tc, ,i + fc, )..., fc,, f + $c, ; 
4P-Pz2 
b, + ... + b, = -2n. (9) 
In the case p = 1 = q the right-hand side of (2) is an F,. Application of 
well-known reduction formulae (cf. e.g., [3, Sect. 5.101) leads to 
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F:;;;:::;; 
a: b,, 1 + wb,;...; b,, 1 + wb,; 
1 1 
c: wb, ;...; wbn ; “‘*’ 1 
I-(c)T(c-a-b,-...-b,-n) a, --n 
= T(c-a)T(c-b,-...-b,-n) 2F1 
’ 1-w-l ) 
c-b,-‘.. -b,-n; I 
Re(c-a-b,-...-b,-n)>O, (10) 
and 
F’:2;...:2 a :b,, 1 +wb,;...;b,, 1 +wb,; 
‘:‘:...:l b, + ... + b, : wb, ;...; wb,,; 
z,..., z 
I 
=(1-z)-U2F’ 
a, -n ; z 
I b,+...+b,;,,(z-1) * 
Finally, as an example of deriving formulae of 
specialization, take w = 2 and 
c=i(a+n+ l)+b,+..++b, 
in (10); we then find 
(11) 
interest by further 
:b,, 1 +2b,;...;b,, 1 +2b,; 1 
,..., 
1 
Re( 1 - a - n) > 0. (12) 
The particular case n = 2 was given by Sharma [ 6 J. Formula (12) 
generalizes a special case of Watson’s summation theorem. 
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